iomart builds a bespoke, secure and highly available hybrid
cloud for CEMAR

SUMMARY

BENEFITS

CEMAR required a new future-proofed
hosting platform to improve services to
a growing client base in the construction
industry for its contract software. A
bespoke, secure and highly available hybrid
cloud enabled it to meet these demands.
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Bespoke hybrid solution
High Availability
Disaster Recovery
Common Data Environment
Security

The Challenge
CEMAR® provides the software that helps some of the UK’s biggest
infrastructure providers manage the NEC family of contracts across the
projects they are delivering.

“iomart …afford us a wealth
of technical and commercial
expertise as well as hands-on
account management and
assist with planning complex
requirements at every stage”
Daniel Walker, Infrastructure
Director, CEMAR

With a rapidly expanding portfolio of clients, CEMAR was managing
thousands of SQL databases and large dynamic web applications
across a dispersed geographic user base. It was approaching the
limits of capability for its existing hosting platform in terms of the
levels of security it needed to provide around legal document storage,
particularly for clients in the nuclear industry.
Daniel Walker, Infrastructure Director for CEMAR, explained, “Marrying
the needs of a demanding construction industry and the ever-changing
technology industry to deliver a secure future-proofed platform that
would ensure the effective operation of our web application, was no
mean feat.”

For further details visit: www.iomart.com or call: 0800 040 7228

The Approach:
High availability, security, resilience and flexibility
were key requirements as the search began for a new
hosting provider and platform. CEMAR carried out
extensive market research. Following a successful and
independent due diligence exercise under ISO: 27001
and several design workshops, iomart was chosen to
assist with the design, build and ongoing management
of a new hybrid cloud solution.

The Solution:
CEMAR’s hybrid cloud platform combines fastdedicated physical web and data tiers with failover
capabilities and an array of CloudSure virtual machines,
hosting document storage and platform management.
For Disaster Recovery, a cut down replica environment
exists at a separate iomart Tier III data centre with T-SQL
log-shipping keeping data that is no more than one
hour old. Off-site backups using EMC Avamar provide a
fully encrypted and compliant enterprise-grade backup
of all data with real-time document replication across
the two sites using Distributed File System.
iomart provides 24/7 monitoring and support for
the physical infrastructure. Data centre power and
connectivity is subject to the iomart 100% uptime SLA
and all hardware elements are covered with a one hour
fix SLA.

The Result:
As a result of the new hybrid platform, CEMAR has
been able to scale up its resources to meet its
accelerated growth. The company has won a number
of new, strategic UK construction contracts where
infrastructure specification was a key part of the tender
evaluation process. CEMAR has most recently worked
with iomart to develop a data warehouse platform

which allows its clients to access their data securely and
work within a true Common Data Environment.
Daniel Walker says, “iomart continue to be a pleasure
to work with. They afford us a wealth of technical and
commercial expertise as well as hands-on account
management and assist with planning complex
requirements at every stage. iomart’s knowledge
and appetite to deliver, combined with our in-house
development team and contract expertise, ensures
CEMAR remains highly available, fast, secure, resilient
and flexible for our clients.”

About CEMAR
CEMAR is an online Software as a Service Contract
Event Management and Reporting tool for NEC
and other forms, administering some of the UK’s
biggest infrastructure portfolios including nuclear,
rail, highways, utilities, aviation, government as well
as housing, facilities management and local authority
contracts.
For more information about CEMAR visit
https://cemar.co.uk/

About iomart
iomart is one of the leading providers of secure cloud
computing and managed hosting services in the UK.
From strategy to delivery, our 300+ consultants and
solutions architects provide the cloud expertise to
transform your business and protect your data.
With a dynamic range of managed cloud services that
integrate with the hyper clouds of Azure and AWS,
our agnostic approach delivers bespoke solutions
and infrastructure tailored to your exact business
requirements.

For further details visit: www.iomart.com or call: 0800 040 7228

